
Juno Markets Ramadan Challenge  

Terms and Conditions 

1. To participate in the contest, you must have a minimum balance of $25 in your contest 

account. 

2. The Contest Account will be an STP account. Leverage of the Contest Account is standardized 

as 500:1 and Stop Out levels for accounts are 50% of the margin requirement.  

3. Any transfer out of the contest account during the contest period will disqualify the participant 

from winning the contest.  

4. Any withdrawal can be made via transfer out to your other account. To avoid being 

disqualified, you are allowed to make any transfer once the contest has ended.  

5. IBs (Introducing Brokers) will earn Ruby tier rebates for all volume traded by clients under 

contests.  

6. The English version of this document shall supersede, in the event of any discrepancy in the 

terms of this Contest, once translated into other languages.  

7. JUNO MARKETS employees are not eligible to enter this contest. 

8. JUNO MARKETS reserves the right to alter or cancel any of the promotional campaign 

conditions fully or partly or put their action to an end at any time with no prior notification in 

accordance with the Company’s unilateral provisions.  

9. Juno Markets reserves the right, at its discretion, to change, modify, add, or remove portions 

of these Terms & Conditions at any time by posting the amended Terms.  

10. It is important that Eligible Clients are aware that their risks are not limited to their deposit(s) 

and that by making a qualifying trade it is possible to lose more than their deposit. In some 

circumstances, losses may be more than any initial or minimum deposit.  

11. Participants can re-deposit if the current balance has already stop-out or stop-lost. If a trader 

loses their initial balance, growth will be counted based on the new equity of the trader, 

excluding the balance that was lost.  

12. All participants are allowed to register for the contest at any time during the contest period 

until before the contest ends on the last day of the contest. 

13. All lucky draw bonuses received by the participants cannot be withdrawn during the contest 

period and should only be used to join the contest. 

 


